Abstract. An in-house developed computer program system Belief -SEEKER, capable to generate belief networks and to convert them into respective sets of belief rules, was applied in mining the melanoma database. The obtained belief rules were compared with production rules generated by LERS system. It was found, that belief rules can be presumably treated as a generalization of standard IF...THEN rules.
Introduction
In this research two distinct learning models were generated (using an in-house developed computer program system Belief SEEKER [1] ), and then applied for classification of unseen cases of melanoma skin lesions. The first model was based on belief networks, whereas the second one was grounded on typical decision rules. The quality of the developed learning models was additionally compared with results gained by the program LERS [2] , a well-known standard of rules generating systems.
Research tools used
-Belief SEEKER -is a computer program system, capable to generate learning models (for any type of decision table prepared in the format set about by Pawlak [3] ) in a form of belief nets, applying various algorithms [4] . The development of belief networks is steadily controlled by a specific parameter, informing about the maximum dependence between variables, known as marginal likelihood:
Here: i=1,...,v -where v is the number of nodes in the network, j = 1, ..., q i -is the number of possible combinations of parents of the node X i . ( if a given attribute does not contain nodes of the type "parent", then q i get the value of 1), k = 1, ..., c i -where c i is the number of classes within the attribute X i , n ijk -is the number of rows in the database, for which parents of the attribute X i have value j, and this attribute has the value of k, and α ijk , α ij -are parameters of the initial Dirichlet's [5] distribution.
Characteristic features of the system, yet not described by us are: (i) capability to generate various exhaustive learning models (Bayesian networks) for different values of Dirichlet's parameter [5] , (ii) capability to convert generated belief networks into relevant sets of belief rules of the type IF...THEN, (iii) built-in classification mechanism of unseen cases, and (iv) built-in mechanism for the assessment of obtained rules. It is worth to mention, that developed learning models (belief nets) can be converted into some sets of belief rules, characterizes by a specific parameter called by us belief factor BF, that reveals indirectly the influence of the most significant descriptive attributes on the dependent variable. Also, to facilitate the preliminary evaluation of generated rules, additional mechanism supports the calculation of their specifity, strength, generality, and accuracy [6] .
-LERS [7] -data mining system (acronym from Learning from Examples based on Rough Sets), developed at the University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS, USA, induces a set of rules from any kind of data (even from inconsistent data) and classifies new cases using the set of rules induced previously. These rules are more general than information contained in the original input database, since more new cases may be correctly classified by rules than may be matched with cases from the original data. More details about the system LERS can be find elsewhere [8] .
Experiments. Chosen results and discussion
The well-known database [9] containing 548 cases of melanoma skin lesions was used in our research. It should be stressed that each case stored in the database was diagnosed, and confirmed histopathologically as belonging to one of the four concepts: Benign nevus, Blue nevus, Suspicious nevus, and Melanoma malignant. The database was randomly divided into two independent subsets. The first subset (E384144.TAB; 384 cases, 14 attributes, 4 concepts) was used for development of learning models, whereas the second (E164144.TAB; 164 cases, 14 attributes, 4 concepts) served for testing models. Information regarding the distribution of concepts in these sets is shown in Table 1 .
In the first step of the research, computer program system Belief SEEKER was used to generate three different belief networks, having Dirichlet's para- meter α=1, 30 and 60 respectively. The basic difference in the structure of these networks relied on the number of the most distinctive (important) attributes, displaying direct influence on the dependent variable (type of skin lesion, the decision). It was found, for example, that for the network with α=1 two descriptive attributes, namely < T DS > and < color blue > seemed to be the most important. Then, for networks with α=30, additional attribute (< asymmetry >), appeared in the network. Finally, in the case of the third network, besides attributes pointed out earlier, the attribute < dark brown > was observed. The significance of these attributed was of great importance. Based on this information -in the next step of the research -for variable values of BF parameter -various sets of rules were generated for each of the networks (for Belief SEEKER), and one, unique set of rules was generated by LERS (see Table 2 and Table 3 ). It was found that the best results were obtained for BF = 0.7. In the last step of the research, selected information (like specificity, strength, generality and accuracy of generated rules) allowed to fix the strongest belief rules and decision rules (Table 4) . It can be assumed that, the increase of Dirichlet's parameter causes extending the most crucial belief rules (Table 4) by merging another attributes. It was also observed that strongest rules generated from the first network (α=1), became a base for rules generated from other networks (α=30 and 60). The strongest decision rules generated by LERS system present more detailed study of cases, mainly because they contained greater number of descriptive attributes than respective belief rules, moreover, the attributes used were often completely different. Only the attribute <color blue> was common for both sets of rules. Considering the overall results of classification (Table 2 ) the best results were obtained for belief networks with α=1 or α=30. Expanding the set of rules (α=60) with another attribute -<color dark brown> -did not improve the classification process. It may be pointed out, that generalizing of the rule sets yielded positive effects in term of classification process. Results of the carried out research has also showed that belief rules (produced by Belief SEEKER) seemed to be some kind of generalization of rules developed by LERS system. In the future research, the detailed foundation of this interesting finding will be dealt with.
